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To accompany the petition of John J. Walsh (taken from the files
of last year) that suitable recognition be provided for certain persons
who served in the military or naval service of the United States between
February 13, 1917, and November 11, 1918. Reconstruction.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty.

AN ACT
To provide Suitable Recognition for Certain Residents

of Massachusetts for Service in the United States
Forces during the World War.

Emergency Preamble.
1 Whereas, The purpose of this act being to
2 correct without delay an arbitrary and unin-
3 tended discrimination against certain residents of
4 the commonwealth, who, but for the phraseology
5 of the law providing suitable recognition for resi-
6 dents serving in the federal forces during the
7 world war, would be entitled to its benefits, the
8 act is hereby declared to be an emergency law,
9 necessary to the immediate preservation of the

10 public convenience.

SENATE No. 117
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SENATE —No. 117. [Jan. 1920.9

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and hy the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Every person who, subsequently to the third
2 day of February, nineteen hundred and seventeen,
3 and prior to the hour of eleven ante meridian, on
4 the eleventh day of November, nineteen hun-
5 dred and eighteen, was recognized by the war or
6 navy department as being in the military or
7 naval service of the United States, and who was
8 then acting in response to the orders of either
9 department, shall, for the purposes of chapter

10 two hundred and eighty-three of the General
11 Acts of nineteen hundred and nineteen, be deemed
12 to have been enrolled or mustered into the federal
13 service and to have reported for active duty at
14 a military cantonment or naval station on said
15 date.






